ROTTING MONEY, NONEXISTENT MONEY OR MONEY THAT BEGETS ITSELF?

!
Local currency introduced by Silvio Gesell in Wörgl, Austria during the Great Depression in 1932. It was called “stamped scrip” because it would lose 1% of its value monthly (a negative interest
rate) unless a stamp was purchased and attached to the bill. Gesell attributed the depression to sluggish circulation of money. The purpose of his scrip was to increase the velocity of circulation
by making money perishable. “We must subject money to the loss to which goods are liable through the necessity of storage.”

Tokos!(the!Greek!word!for!‘interest’)!means!‘birth’,!‘bringing!forth’!or!‘breeding’.!

“I answer that, to take usury for money lent is unjust in itself, because this is to sell what does not exist, and this evidently leads to inequality which is contrary to justice. In
order to make this evident, we must observe that there are certain things the use of which consists in their consumption: thus we consume wine when we use it for drink and we
consume wheat when we use it for food. Wherefore in such like things the use of the thing must not be reckoned apart from the thing itself, and whoever is granted the use of the
thing, is granted the thing itself and for this reason, to lend things of this kin is to transfer the ownership. Accordingly if a man wanted to sell wine separately from the use of the
wine, he would be selling the same thing twice, or he would be selling what does not exist, wherefore he would evidently commit a crime of injustice. In like manner he commits
an injustice who lends wine or wheat, and asks for double payment, viz. one, the return of the thing in equal measure, the other, the price of the use, which is called usury.”
Thomas Aquinas: Summa Theologica, Question 78, Article 1.

National Bank Act of 1863: Sec. 85. Rate of interest on loans, discounts and purchases:
Any association may take, receive, reserve, and charge on any loan or discount made, or upon any notes, bills of exchange, or other evidences of
debt, interest at the rate allowed by the laws of the State, Territory, or District where the bank is located, or at a rate of 1 per centum in excess of
the discount rate on ninety-day commercial paper in effect at the Federal reserve bank in the Federal reserve district where the bank is located,
whichever may be the greater, and no more, except that where by the laws of any State a different rate is limited for banks organized under State
laws, the rate so limited shall be allowed for associations organized or existing in any such State under title 62 of the Revised Statutes.

In#the#1978#case#of#Marquette#National#Bank#of#Minneapolis#v.#First#of#Omaha#Service#Corp.,#the#Supreme#Court#interpreted#the#word#“located”#
in#the#National#Bank#Act#of#1863#as#meaning#the#location#of#the#bank,#not#the#borrower.#
In#1980,#to#attract#capital,#South#Dakota#Governor#Janklow#introduced#an#emergency#bill,#drafted#by#Citibank,#repealing#the#state’s#usury#limit#
and#inviting#Citibank#to#relocate#to#South#Dakota#and#legally#export#deregulated#interest#rates#to#customers#throughout#the#country.#

SOUTH DAKOTA CODIFIED LAWS: CHAPTER 54-3 INTEREST AND USURY
54-3-1.1. Rate of interest set by written agreement--No maximum or usury restriction. Unless a maximum interest rate or
charge is specifically established elsewhere in the code, there is no maximum interest rate or charge, or usury rate
restriction between or among persons, corporations, limited liability companies, estates, fiduciaries, associations, or any
other entities if they establish the interest rate or charge by written agreement.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act of 1999 allowed state chartered banks to charge interest rates equal to those charged by national banks
operating in their state.

The Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 does not include interest rate caps.

Effectively, usury rates in the U.S have no legal limit, capital flows away from production (back to itself) and the credit-unworthy borrower has become the
better investment.

"And what do you think of usury?" — "What do you think of murder?" Censorius, De Re Rustica

8-HOUR MOVEMENT AND THE BOUNDLESS HOUR
The 8-hour workday was an international labor movement that began in
the latter half of the 18th century and came to an end by the mid-20th
century as the 40-hour workweek became the predominant standard
worldwide. It was the initial phase of the shorter hour movement that
continues, although faintly, to the present day.
John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) predicted that his grandchildren’s generation would work
only 3 hours per day. Today, roughly ¼ of the globe works over 50 hours weekly, while
another ¼ is unemployed and underemployed. According to the International Labor
Organization, half of the total global workforce is vulnerably employed (defined as unpaid
family workers, own-account workers, temporary agency workers, permanent internships,
mini-jobs, ‘informal’ employment, and characterized by indecent working conditions, subliving-wage, zero job security, lack of social security, low-to-no fringe benefits, lack of ‘voice’,
no chance for promotion or upward mobility, expendability, and so on).
At the beginning of industrial capitalism a workday typically lasted 12-16 hours. Workers’
lives were subordinated to production. An hour spent outside work was considered lost
time. This measured extension of working time to the physical and mental maximum and the
advent of our modern sense of time are coextensive.
There is a pre-industrial record of Scottish miners working an 8-hour norm in 1765. These
miners were also given 3 acres of land and a cow so that they’d become recreational farmers
instead of drinking themselves to death during their surfeit of off hours. In 1791 (as the Haitian
revolution began) workers in Philadelphia went on strike for a ten-hour day that would
include two hours for meals. By 1817 Welsh social reformer Robert Owen had coined the
mantra eight hours labour, eight hours recreation, eight hours rest. In Britain, the Factory Act of
1833 limited the number of working hours for children aged 9-13 to no more than 9 hours
per day and those aged 13-18 to no more than 12. New Zealand settler Samuel Duncan
Parnell single-handedly established the 8-5 workday for Wellington tradesman and laborers
in 1840. In 1866 Ulysses S. Grant passed the largely symbolic National Eight Hour Law
Proclamation for federal employees. In 1872, 100,000 building trades workers went on strike
in New York City and won the 8-hour day. In the early decades of the 20th century the 8hour day was recognized in many countries. One benefit of the 1910-1920 Mexican
Revolution was the 8-hour day. The 8-hour day was introduced in India in 1912. In Uruguay
(along with universal suffrage) in 1915. Four days after the October Revolution in 1917 in
Russia. 1919 in Catalonia. Even U.S. businessmen, at times, backed labor’s initiatives. H. Ford
proved that increased leisure was a boon for both productivity and consumption. “The need
for goods makes itself felt in leisure hours.” “Where people work less they buy more.” In
1935 The International Labour Organization convened the Forty-Hour Week Convention
announcing the 8-hour day / 5-day workweek standard for workers worldwide. Two years

later, FDR, under the New Deal, passed the federal Fair Labor Standard Act restricting the
workweek to 40 hours (Section 207) (covering only about 20% of the workforce). The soft
language of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights took the matter of limited time
of labor to the next level—from law to inherence—declaring rest and leisure common human
rights. Article 7 of the 1988 Protocol of San Salvador similarly states that both daily and
weekly working hours should be reasonably limited.
Of course reality plays itself out in the gap between statutory law and enforcement, between
rights and respect and between collective agreement and practice. Today, a domestic worker
(such as a security guard or housemaid) works up to 100 hours per week in Kuwait. In South
Korea, working overtime is institutionalized. In the U.S., as real income has decreased over
the last few decades work hours have increased (there is no legislated maximum limit on
overtime hours, no minimum limit for annual leave and the minimum wage is set so low that
earning a living wage often requires a second job). The Center for Work-Life Policy claims
that a 70-hour workweek is the new standard.
It’s fair to say that the 8-hour movement initially organized labor, as no other demand could
have. Tactically, it united workers across all divides, regardless of ethnicity, race, nation, age,
gender, trade, wage, rank, skill-level, class consciousness, political persuasion, militarism or
pacifism, coarseness or cultivation, whether unionized or unorganized. People everywhere
rose up in solidarity to own their own hours. The 8-hour movement was intertwined with
other civil liberties movements of its time. It gave the citizenry a sense of empowerment and
provided a powerful push for popular democracy. The success of abolitionist activism
encouraged the Knights of Labor to call for the abolishment of the wage system. In1869 Isaac
Meyers founded the first black union. The Reconstruction Amendments were adopted
between 1865-1870. Women’s suffrage was won (albeit unpardonably belatedly) with the 19th
Amendment of 1920. The Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 restored some Native American
sovereignty. The massive 8-hour strike that began on May 1st 1886 in Chicago and ended with
the Haymarket Massacre linked May Day and the Labor Movement for people across the
globe. In the U.S., where every attempt has been made to officially dissociate May Day from
the pent-up power of labor, Labor Day has been shifted to the first Monday in September
while May Day itself is recognized as Law Day (thanks to D.D. Eisenhower).
Is the shorter hour workday a dead or merely dormant issue? Why did we stop at 8? The
Great Depression nearly brought us the 30-hour workweek. H. Hoover believed it was
inevitable. The Kellogg Co. of Battle Creek successfully implemented a 30-hour workweek in
1930. In 1933, the Black-Connery 30-Hour Workweek Bill was passed by a large majority in
the Senate only to be defeated in the House. As the Black-Connery Bill morphed into the
Fair Labor Standards Act it became clear that the New Deal became what is was due to its
FDR’s opposition to the 30-hour week! Was it not The Great Depression that cemented the
leisure ethic as un-American? Why hasn’t the shorter workday had a political constituency
since WWII? Currently, the New Economic Forum believes that a 21-hour workweek would
treat a host of interlinked problems: overwork, unemployment, over-consumption, high
carbon emissions, an impoverished welfare system, low well-being, entrenched inequality and
our inability to live sustainably and care for each other.

Is it a matter of public policy and economic assumption that we no longer value shorter
hours? Once upon a time, it was natural to view increased free time as a positive result of
economic growth and productivity. Doesn’t the fact that an average worker can now produce
in 11 hours what she or he produced in 40 hours in 1950 (Eric Rauch, Productivity and the
Workweek) beg the question of a poorly shared prosperity? Is the massive wealth creation
withheld from the vast majority of the population criminal? Is it healthier to get richer through
economic equity or overwork? Is the private-profit motive an incontrovertible principle of
well-being? Should initiatives come from government, collective bargaining, enlightened
employers filled with the voluntary spirit, social insistence or simply arise spontaneously as
brute market forces that serve the market best? Is nonconsumptive leisure heretical? Should
we elect those who may become wealthy (if money may shape public policy and philanthropy
form social priorities)? Isn’t money everyone’s? Did we ever really adjust our democratic
values to unprecedented economic prosperity? What’s the word for mature-economyphobia?
Is the shorter day a cure-all for overproduction, overconsumption, unemployment and
extreme income disparity? Does the work-share principle of the shorter workweek merely
spread the misery more widely? Can shorter hours and higher pay be put in place at once, or
must wages grow slowly or be cut back to compete with workers’ desire for more free time?
Can increased free time due to more efficient meeting of needs be rationally divided among
all workers as leisure? Does overproduction or overwork lead to underconsumption? Can
an infinite desire for more stuff overcome workers’ desire for more off hours? Is it stuff that
makes people work longer? How can we keep working if we make more than we can buy?
Are we becoming a nation of overachieving molleycoddles and milksops? Can zero growth
ever become patriotic? If there’s no such thing as saturation how can there be a need to limit
the hours workers will work to produce stuff with which to sate themselves? Does carefully
predeveloped consumption assure that one want will endlessly follow instantly upon another?
Can leisure itself be consumed? Does industry serve leisure or leisure industry? Aren’t wages
fixed to offer us no real choice between leisure and wealth? Is it possible to limit unnecessary
production and spread necessary employment at once? Have we traded our leisure for
military supremacy? Have we traded our security for military invincibility? “Frankness and
candor compel me to tell you that, in my opinion, the 40 hour week will not produce
missiles.” (majority leader of the U.S. Senate L.B. Johnson). Presidential candidate J.F. Kennedy
before a gathering of steelworkers in 1960: “In the face of the Communist challenge…we
must meet today’s problem of unemployment with greater production rather than by sharing
the work.”) How could it have been anything other than an hours-of-work buildup that
produced the arms buildup? Is it only Anglo-Saxon countries that have trouble addressing
work-life balance? What’s the Mother Earth got to say about all this? If we only ask such
questions in times of economic collapse is this the reason why we relapse? The invaluableness
of the shorter hour movement is that it involves (invokes) civil rights, quality of life and
ecological issues across the board. Earlier this year in Detroit, an unelected advisory board
cut 10% from the wages of unionized city employees and then imposed 26 unpaid furlough
days annually. The fundamental tenet of the 8-hour movement was a cut in hours without cut

in pay. It’s heartbreaking to be alive to witness the arc of democratic progress reverse this
250-year-old gain by servicing banker investments.
All nations are now transitional nations. If the industrial era brought on a sense of time
poverty, what changed perception of time will accommodate our shift into the upcoming
subsistence or empathy economy wherein we delight in each other’s good fortune? The new
workday will be adapted to the work/life balance of each person. It will free up countless,
boundless hours for meeting family responsibilities, restoring energy, re-envisioning purpose
and standing in awe. Needless to say, this flexibilization will be counterproductive if it
lopsidedly serves capital over everyone’s sufficiency.

We mean to make things over, we are tired of toil for naught,
With but bare enough to live upon, and never an hour for thought,
We want to feel the sunshine, and we want to smell the flowers,
We are sure that God has will’d it, and we mean to have eight hours.
We’re summoning our forces from shipyard, shop and mill,
Eight hours for work, eight hour for rest, eight hours for what we will!
Eight hours for work, eight hour for rest, eight hours for what we will!
(1866 poem by I.G. Blanchard, set to music by Reverend Jesse H. Jones)
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KLEROTERION
Klero means ‘appointed by lot’.
The first known
democracy, developed in the city-state of Athens, knew
that plutocracy, oligarchy and corruption would tend to
take over government if leadership was not chosen by
chance. This kleroterion is a reconstruction of the
randomization device used by Athenians to select their
legislators, citizen councils and jurists.
The bars represent bronze name tags or ID cards (pinakia). The pinakia
were selected randomly from pools of potential officials and inserted into
the slots.
The vertical rows of slots typically represented tribes. I.e. if there were
12 tribes there would be twelve slotted rows cut into the kleroterion.
The major democratic concern was the representation of each tribe in
the lawmaking and lawkeeping process. Thus each vertical row was filled
with pinakia from its respective tribe.
The funnel would be filled with black marbles and select number of white
marbles—equal to the number of slots in a vertical row (11 total marbles
for 11 slots, for example). The number of white marbles would depend
on the number of selections to be made. If there was only one pending
selection, 10 black marbles and one white marble were place haphazardly
into the hopper.
The first marble to fall would determine the fate of all the potential
officials across the first horizontal row (one citizen per tribe). If a black
marble fell, those citizens would go home (unelected by chance). Second
marble, applied to second horizontal row, and so on until the white
marble would be cranked out, corresponding to the selection of all the

pinakia across that particular horizontal row. (Up to 2500 jurors had to
be selected to run the city on any given day, so the process would have
to be repeated as many times as necessary!)
The Kleroterion can also be used purely vertically. For example, if only
one judge was needed out of a pool of five, the respective pinakia would
be randomly inserted into the first five vertically descending slots in the
first vertical row and 4 white marbles and one black marble would then
be tossed into the funnel and cranked out one by one. If the while marble
fell on the third try, the third pinakia from the top of the row would go
on duty.
You can use this kleroterion to decide who in your group will buy lunch,
who will run an errand, who will scratch whose back. Just mark you
pinakia, insert vertically one after the other, drop in the number of
marbles (one of which must be white) corresponding to the number of
players and crank.
Kleroteria are also great for dowsing and divining. Simply set up a simple
yes or no question, mark two pinakia yes and no, insert, randomly drop
in one black one white marble, crank and await your fate. Multiple choice
works too.

“Uti lingua nuncupassit, ita ius esto.” As language has said, so the law is —
(Twelve Tables; Table VI,1)
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A CALL FOR INTERESTED
POETS PERFORMERS AND
PEOPLE
to collaboratively write and pursue the enactment of model legislation,
resolutions, ordinances, bills and initiatives in favor of a more nurturing,
other-oriented economy. We’re forming a task force for providing
lawmakers with model policies that distribute goods and services directly
to needs, without the mediation of monetized exchanges geared toward
maximized personal gain. We’ll serve as a clearinghouse for ideas that
introduce and induce an economics based on interconnectivity and
plenty.

The condition of scarcity, insecurity and isolation is a cultural contrivance, not a fundamental
reality. On the other hand, enjoying an inclusive economy in which we’re infinitely grateful to
others and to nature for providing the goods that sustain us is integral to who we are.
As things are, representative democracy is the means by which people are given political
freedom in order to be subjugated economically. The powers of speech, acting and performance
can be used as a countervailing force to make freedom and materiality synonymous. Let
economy practiced as commons be part of our proper work as artists!
This is a poetics of pre-distribution and distinctly not the pursuit of a condition of economic
redistribution in which the barest minimun of wealth is transferred from above (via taxation,
philanthropy and concessions) in order to stave off unrest.

The overall aim is to make changes in the very structure of our money system—to make
economy a form of empathy. To this end, we’ll propose law to lawmakers, write policy
publications, engage in dissemination activities, commission research, convene workshops and
instruct with our experience.
Possible foci include: wage reparations, repealing the Taft-Hartley Act, putting back GlassSteagall, recalling of federal officials, plebiscite, arguing against the legal dismantling of the
manufacturing sector, taxing unearned income on a par with earnings, interest-free money,
backing Barbara Lee’s Income Equity Act, re-writing the constitution at the local level of
community self-governance and environmental rights, de-growth, universal entitlement,
election by lottery and just raising up the bottom in general.
There are already certain inroads available to us. Law itself requires that whenever a federal
agency proposes a substantive new law it must first seek public comment. If poetry is to change
the structure of money it must be both prescient and fully aware of historical and legal
precedents. Corporate wealth, for example, has been public in the past. 19th century
corporations, after recovering a certain amount of profit on big projects, were obliged by law to
hand all revenue over to the people. (Some advances are backward.) We can get behind the
Municipal Home Rule movement. To what extent can towns, municipalities and community-billof-rights disallow state and federal laws and corporate power protected by those laws? Reframing the constitution to protect localities from corporate interests is not a pipe dream—this
is precisely what the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELDF) has already
accomplished. CELDF has managed to pass local ordinances that deny corporations
constitutional rights. Newly implemented local laws are used as collective civil disobedience
tools against state protection of corporate personhood. CELDF is a model for developing laws
from scratch instead of getting stuck in existing legislative gridlock.
Virtually anyone can become an Amicus Curiae (Friend of the Court), by volunteering unsolicited
information or evidence to assist a court in deciding a case being heard. Richard Grossman’s
model amicus brief for ending corporate personhood is exemplary.
Let constitutional economics be a sociolect of poetry. Poets, performers and people can reach
beyond the analysis of economic and political activities within the existing framework of rules in
order to propose non-normative sets of constitutional laws that would commit economic and
political players to the immediate application of our national wealth to a more broadly shared
prosperity.
For example, Section 1 of the 14th Amendment can be used to argue nonliving wage as
deprivation of liberty and property. Section 4 can be updated to define the colossal risks taken
by investment banks with depositor money as insurrectionary—as more than having broken the
social compact—as a revolt against civil authority and a national security threat. Poets can also
revisit the long-overlooked 13th Amendment jurisprudence (“Neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,
shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.”) The scope of the

13th Amendment extends beyond reconstruction-era slavery and modern day peonage and
human trafficking. It can positively be interpreted as a means for protection against
fundamental deprivations of economic freedom (like middle class as indentured debtorship).
For equal opportunity to start creating more equal outcomes perhaps the solutions are simpler
and more readily at hand than we can imagine. As Adriana Aranha (the city manager who
oversaw the eradication of hunger in Belo Horizonte, Brazil) has said: "But what is so upsetting,
what I didn't know when I started this, is it's so easy. It's so easy to end it (i.e. hunger and
communal despondence)."

If you’d like to participate in any way or simply want further information or to be kept informed,
please contact the Commons Choir or write your email address, comments and questions in the
notebook that has been provided. Infinite thanks for your attention.

